OFFICE 365 READINESS ASSESSMENT

Phoenix’s expert Microsoft Office 365 consultants have helped hundreds of organisations move to Office 365

With Phoenix Office 365 Readiness Assessment, you have access to our repeatable and trusted engagement model based on Microsoft best practice. Our experts will enable your organisation to fully understand what it wants from Office 365, uncover any potential blockers to deployment and clearly define a comprehensive migration and adoption strategy moving forward.

“Engaging with Phoenix has made the Council’s journey to the cloud a simple process. From the early success of our Office 365 deployment, Phoenix has enabled us to build on that success with nearly 30% of our IT services hosted in the loud and more following on soon. All of this means we are delivering smarter working and significant savings for the Council.”

Martin Stroud, MIS Manager, Copeland Borough Council
Core Offering
The Phoenix Office 365 Readiness Assessment Core Offering is a three-day engagement consisting of the following:

**Days One and Two**
**Microsoft Office 365 Planning Workshop**
To help move from an on-premise infrastructure to Office 365, Phoenix will deliver a two-day on-site workshop to undertake a scoping and discovery exercise. This is designed to understand what your organisation wants and expects from Office 365. We will discuss the various options for integrating and migrating the environment into Microsoft Online cloud-based services, focusing specifically on Identity Management, Exchange Online and how your organisation is going to support collaboration tools like Skype for Business, Teams and Yammer.

**Days Three**
**Documentation and Next Steps**
Phoenix will produce a document summarising all of the topics covered during the engagement, the outcome of the engagement and next steps including a fully-costed deployment plan to help you move to Office 365.

**Elective Tracks**
In addition to the Core Offering detailed above, Phoenix can add the following elective tracks according to your specific areas of interest:

- **SharePoint**
- **Cloud Value Workshop**
- **Value Discovery**
- **Skype for Business**

**GET INVOLVED**
To learn more about the Office 365 Readiness Assessment, speak to a member of the Phoenix Cloud Team today
01904 562200
hello@phoenixs.co.uk